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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to prove two theorems which concern the position of
�etale groupoids among general smooth �or �Lie�� groupoids� Our motivation comes
from the non�commutative geometry and algebraic topology concerning leaf spaces of
foliations� Here� one is concerned with invariants of the holonomy groupoid of a folia�
tion �	� 
	�� such as the cohomology of its classifying space ��	�� the cyclic homology of
its smooth convolution algebra �� ��� or the K�theory of the C��convolution algebras�
Many results here depend on the fact that such a holonomy groupoid can be �reduced�
to what is called a complete transversal of the foliation� giving rise to an equivalent
�etale groupoid � For �etale groupoids �sometimes called r�discrete groupoids in the lit�
erature �
�� 

��� the cyclic homology� sheaf theory and classifying spaces are each well
understood� as is the relation between these�

Our �rst theorem provides a criterion for determining whether a given Lie groupoid
is equivalent to an �etale one� We prove that this is the case i� all the isotropy groups
of the groupoid are discrete� or equivalently� i� the anchor map of the associate Lie
algebroid is injective� These conditions are often easy to check in examples�

We recall that the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid is an in�nitesimal structure
which plays the same role as the Lie algebra of a Lie group� Lie algebroids with injec�
tive anchor map are the same things as foliations� so another way of phrasing our �rst
theorem is by saying that a Lie groupoid is equivalent to an �etale one� exactly when it
integrates a foliation� For this reason� we have decided to refer to these groupoids as
�foliation groupoids�� It is not a surprise to see that much of the standard literature
on foliations deals with foliation groupoids� for instance� an overall assumption in �	�
is the discreteness of the isotropy groups� Our �rst theorem can also be seen as a
general �slice theorem�� which generalizes the reduction to transversals for foliations
and the slice theorem for in�nitesimally free actions of compact Lie groups� This slice
theorem is expected to be a special case of a more general slice theorem conjectured
by A� Weinstein� We also prove that� among the Lie groupoids which integrate a given
foliation� the holonomy and monodromy groups are extreme examples� Results of this
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kind� but formulated in terms of microdi�erentiable groupoids� go back to �
� 
� 
���

Our second theorem concerns the invariance of cylic type homologies under equiv�
alence� We prove that equivalent foliation groupoids have isomorphic Hochschild� cyclic
and periodic cyclic homology groups� This invariance is perhaps not really surprising�
especially since analogous results for �etale groupoids ��� �� � and for the K�theory of
C��algebras associated to groupoids ��� ��� are well known �see also ����� Nonetheless�
we believe our second theorem has some relevance� The theorem implies that the cyclic
type homologies of leaf spaces are totally independent of the particular model of the
holonomy groupoid� and its proof provides explicit isomorphisms �summarized in the
Remark at the end�� The theorem also completes the computation for algebras associ�
ated to Lie group actions with discrete stabilizers� Moreover� this second theorem may
in fact be an intermediate step toward a similar result for �more� general Lie groupoids�
�Observe in this context that some parts of the proof� such as the H�unitality of the
convolution algebra� apply to general Lie groupoids��

The plan of this paper is as follows� In the �rst section we have collected the
preliminary de�nitions concerning Lie groupoids� their Lie algebroids� and their cyclic
homology� In the second section we state the main results� Since our motivation partly
came from a better understanding of �the relation between di�erent approaches to� the
longitudinal index theorem for foliations �see ��� �� �� ����� we have added a few brief
comments at the end of this section� Section 
 contains the proof of the �rst theorem
and the related results� and Section 	 contains the proof of the second theorem� We also
mention that the part concerned with the theory of Lie groupoids �namely Theorem
� and Proposition �� and their proofs in Section 
� can be read independently of the
preliminaries on cyclic homology in Section ��

� Preliminaries

We begin by recalling the necessary de�nitions and notation concerning groupoids
and cyclic homology� Standard references include ���� 
�� �	� for groupoids� and
��� ��� ��� for cyclic homology�

Groupoids� A groupoid G is a �small� category in which every arrow is invertible�
We will write G � and G � for the set of objects and the set of arrows in G� respectively�
The source and target maps are denoted by s� t � G � �� G � � while m�g� h� � g�h
is the composition� and i�g� � g�� denotes the inverse of g� One calls G a smooth
groupoid if G � and G � are smooth manifolds� all the structure maps are smooth� and s
and t are submersions� Basic examples include Lie groups� manifolds� crossed products
of manifolds by Lie groups� the holonomy and the monodromy groupoids of a foliation�
Hae�iger�s groupoid �q� and groupoids associated to orbifolds�

If G is a smooth groupoid and X�Y � G � � we write GX � s���X�� GY � t���Y ��
GY
X � s���X� � t���Y �� Note that GX

X has the structure of a groupoid �the restriction
of G to X�� When X � Y � fxg� x � G � � we simplify the notations to Gx� Gx� Gx

x�
these are submanifolds of G � � and Gx

x is a Lie group� called the isotropy group of G at
x�






The tangent spaces at �x of Gx form a bundle g over G � � of �s�vertical� tangent
vectors on G � � it is the restriction along u � G � �� G � of the vector bundle T s�G�� �
Ker�ds � TG � � TG � �� The di�erential dt � TG � � TG � of the target map induces
a map of vector bundles over G � �

� � g� TG � �

called the anchor map� Moreover� the space of sections �g is equipped with a Lie bracket
�� � ��� This bracket makes � into a Lie algebra homomorphism ���� � �g � X �G � � into
the vector�elds on G � � satisfying the identity �X� fY � � f �X�Y � ���X��f� � Y for any
X�Y � �g and f � C��G � �� This structure

�g� �� � �� � ��

is called the Lie algebroid of G� and brie�y denoted g in this paper�
A homomorphism � � G� H between two smooth groupoids is a smooth functor�

Thus� it is given by two smooth maps �both� denoted � � G � � H � and � � G � � H � �
commuting with all the structure maps �� � s � s � �� etc��� Such a homomorphism
is called an essential equivalence if the map s�� � K � �G � G � �� G � � de�ned on the
space of pairs �y� g� � K � � G � with t�g� � ��y�� is a surjective submersion� and the
square

K �
�� ��

�s�t�

��

G �

�s�t�

��
K � �K �

������� G � �G �

���

is a pullback� Two groupoids Gi are said to be Morita equivalent if there exists a third
groupoid G� and essential equivalences �i � G �� Gi as above �i � f�� g��

If f � X �� G � is a smooth map� one de�nes the pullback of G along f as the
groupoid f��G� whose space of objects is X� and whose arrows between x� y � X are
the arrows of G between f�x� and f�y�� When the map s�� � X �G � G � �� G � is a
surjective submersion� the groupoid f��G� is smooth and the obvious smooth functor
f��G� �� G is a Morita equivalence� For instance� given a family U � fUig of opens
in G � � we de�ne the groupoid GU as the pullback along f �

�
i Ui �� G � � If U is a

covering� then GU is Morita equivalent to G� Also� if G � Hol�M�F� is the holonomy
groupoid of a foliation �M�F�� and iT � T ��M is a transversal for F �recall that this
means that T intersects each leaf transversally�� then i�T �Hol�M�F�� � HolT �M�F�
is the reduced holonomy groupoid of F � If T is a complete transversal �i�e� intersects
each leaf at least once�� then HolT �M�F� is the standard �etale groupoid �see below�
which is Morita equivalent to Hol�M�F��

A smooth groupoid G is called �etale �or r�discrete� if the source map s � G � �� G �

is a local di�eomorphism� This implies that all other structure maps are also local
di�eomorphisms� Basic examples are discrete groups� manifolds� crossed products of
manifolds by �discrete� groups� the reduced holonomy groupoid of a foliation� Hae�iger�s
groupoid �q� groupoids associated to orbifolds�

The category Etale of �etale groupoids �with generalized homomorphisms� plays
an essential role in the study of leaf spaces of foliations� It should be viewed as an



	

enlargement of the category of smooth manifolds

Top � Etale ��

to which many of the classical constructions from algebraic topology extend� homo�
topy� sheaves� cohomology� compactly supported cohomology� Leray spectral sequences�
Poincar�e duality� principal bundles� characteristic classes etc� See ��� ��� �	� � ���

In extending these constructions� one often uses the following property� typical of
�etale groupoids� Any arrow g � x �� y induces a �canonical� germ �g � �U� x� ����V� y�
from a neighborhood U of x in G � to a neighborhood V of y� Indeed� we can de�ne
�g � t��� where x � U � G � is so small that s � G � �� G � has a section � � U �� G �

with ��x� � g�

Convolution algebras and cyclic homology� Let G be a smooth groupoid�
To de�ne its smooth convolution algebra C�

c �G�� one uses the convolution product�
de�ned for functions �� � on G and g � G � � by

�� 	 ���g� �

Z
g�g��g

��g����g��	 �
�

We assume for simplicity that G is Hausdor�� �For general groupoids� possibly
non�Hausdor�� the construction of the convolution algebra is slightly more involved
������ If G is �etale� then the integration is simply summation� but� in general� one
has to give a precise meaning to the integration in the previous formula� For this�
some choices have to be made� If one wants to work with complex�valued functions
��� � C�

c �G � �� then one has to �x a smooth Haar system for G �we refer to �

� for
precise de�nitions�� Instead� it is possible to use a line bundle L of �densities� which is
isomorphic to the trivial bundle �in a non�canonical way�� and to work with compactly
supported smooth sections of L� ��� � C�

c �G�L�� Fixing a trivialisation of L induces
a Haar system on G� and gives an isomorphism C�

c �G�L�

� C�

c �G��
Let us recall Connes� choice of L �	�� Let g be the Lie algebroid of G� Denote by

D��� the line bundle on G � consisting of transversal half�densities� Writing p � dim�g��
the �ber of D��� over x � G � consists of maps 
 from the exterior power  p

gx to C
such that 
��v� � j�j���
�v� for all � � R� v �  p

gx� There is a similar bundle
Dr for any r� The bundle of densities �r � �� is usually denoted by D� We put
L � t�D��� � s�D���� Then �
� makes sense for ��� � C�

c �G�L�� Indeed� looking at

the variable g� � h� one has to integrate ��gh�����h� � D���
x �Dz �D

���
y with respect

to z
h
�� y varying in Gy� But Dz is canonically isomorphic to the �ber at h of the

bundle of densities on the manifold Gy � hence the integration makes sense and gives an

element �� 	 ���g� � D
���
x �D

���
y � Lg�

In the sequel we will omit L from the notation C�
c �G�L��

Given an algebra A� recall the de�nition of Connes� cyclic complex C�
� �A�� and of

Hochschild�s complex C��A�� The latter has Cn�A� � A��n���� with boundary b given
by

b�a�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� � b ��a�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� � ����
n�ana�� a�� 	 	 	 � an��� �

b ��a�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� �
n��X
i��

����i�a�� 	 	 	 � aiai��� 	 	 	 � an� �



�

while the cyclic complex is the quotient C�
n�A� �� A��n����Im�� �  � with boundary

induced by b� Here  is the signed cyclic permutation�

 �a�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� � ����n�an� a�� 	 	 	 � an��� 	

Recall that the cyclic homology groups HC��A� of A are computed by the com�
plex C�

� �A�� Also� the Hochschild homology groups HH��A� are computed by C��A��
provided A is H�unital� Recall that H�unitality means that �C��A�� b �� is acyclic� and
it plays a crucial role in the excison theorems for cyclic homology �
��� For instance�
�smooth� convolution algebras of �etale groupoids have local units� and this implies H�
unitality� actually we will show that C�

c �G� is H�unital for any smooth groupoid G�

In the present context� the algebra A we work with is endowed with a locally
convex topology� and the relevant homology groups are obtained by replacing the alge�
braic tensor products by topological ones� One has many topological tensor products
available� but the appropriate choice is often dictated by the type of algebras under
consideration and by the desire to have a computable target for Chern characters�
For instance� when A � C�

c �M� for a manifoldM � one recovers �compactly supported�
DeRham cohomology and the classical Chern character� provided one uses the inductive
tensor product of locally convex algebras� The same product is relevant for convolution
algebras� and� in the sequel� � will denote this topological tensor product� Actually� the
only thing the reader needs to know about it is that C�

c �M��C�
c �N�


� C�
c �M �N�

for any two manifolds M � N �and our results apply to any tensor product with this
property��

� Main results

In this section we present our main results concerning smooth groupoids which ap�
pear in foliation theory� The �rst one is the characterisation theorem already mentioned
in the introduction�

Theorem � For a smooth groupoid G� the following are equivalent�
�i� G is Morita equivalent to a smooth �etale groupoid�
�ii� The Lie algebroid g of G has an injective anchor map�
�iii� All isotropy Lie groups of G are discrete�

We will refer to groupoids with this property as foliation groupoids� For instance�
the action groupoid M ��G associated to the action of a Lie group on a manifold M
�which models the orbit space M�G� is a foliation groupoid� provided all the isotropy
groups Gx � fg � G � xg � xg are discrete� Also� if G is a foliation groupoid� then
so is any pull�back of G �e�g� the groupoid GU associated to any cover U of G � ��
The motivating examples are� however� the holonomy and the monodromy groupoids
Hol�M�F� andMon�M�F� of any foliation �M�F� �note that the monodromy groupoid
appears in literature also under the name of �the homotopy groupoid� �
���� The
construction of the holonomy along longitudinal paths �paths inside leaves� can be
viewed as a morphism

hol �Mon�M�F� �� Hol�M�F� �	�



�

which is the identity on M �i�e�� it is morphism of groupoids over M��

Note that any foliation groupoid G de�nes a foliation F on G � � and G can be
viewed as an integration of F � In many examples one actually starts with a foliation
�M�F�� and then chooses a convenient foliation groupoid G integrating F � It is gener�
ally accepted that the holonomy and the monodromy groupoids are actually extreme
examples of such integrations� The following proposition gives a precise formulation
of this principle� For simplicity we restrict ourselves to s�connected groupoids� i�e�
groupoids G with the property that all its s��bers are connected� Recall ���� that� if
G is arbitrary� one can allways �nd an open s�connected subgroupoid of G by taking
the connected components of the units in the s��bers�

Proposition � Let �M�F� be a foliation� For any s�connected smooth groupoid G
integrating F � there is a natural factorization of the holonomy morphism �	� into ho�
momorphisms hG� holG of groupoids over M �

Mon�M�F�
hG �� G

holG ��Hol�M�F�	

The maps hG and holG are surjective local di
eomorphisms� Moreover� G is s�simply
connected �i�e� has simply connected s��bers� if and only if hG is an isomorphism�

We will give explicit constructions of hG and holG later� However� we should re�
mark that the �rst of these homomorphisms is a consequence of integrability results
for Lie algebroids in ���� see also �
��

We next turn to the cyclic homology of convolution algebras of foliation groupoids�
Since the �etale case is well understood �� �� ��� our aim is to show that the homology
doesn�t change when one passes from a given foliation groupoid to a Morita equivalent
�etale groupoid� Thus� one of our main results is the following�

Theorem � If G and H are Morita equivalent foliation groupoids� then

HC��C
�
c �G��


� HC��C
�
c �H�� �

and similarly for Hochschild and periodic cyclic homology�

We emphasize that� due to the applications we have in mind� our aim is to prove
the previous theorem by means of explicit formulas �see the remark at the end�� As said
in the introduction� we conjecture that this theorem in fact holds for smooth groupoids
generally� Note also that some of our lemmas are proved in this generality� For instance�
since H�unitality is usually relevant to excision theorems �
��� and since convolution
algebras appear in the short exact sequences given by the pseudo�di�erential calculus
���� the following result which is independent interest�

Proposition � The convolution algebra C�
c �G� of any smooth groupoid G is H�unital�



�

Note that Theorem � combined with the results of �� �� �� concludes the compu�
tation of the cyclic homology for various foliation groupoids� Apart from the holonomy
and the monodromy groupoids� we mention the groupoids modeling orbifolds� and the
groupoids associated to Lie group actions with discrete stabilizers�

Remarks� Before turning to the proofs in the next section� we make some further
remarks�

�i� The holonomy groupoid of a foliation �M�F� appears as the right model for the
leaf spaceM�F � Proposition � shows that it is the minimal smooth �desingularization�
of the leaf space� We want to point out� however� that the holonomy groupoid may
not be the most appropriate model when looking at problems whose primarly interest
is not the leaf space� One can �nd many examples where other foliation groupoids
integrating F are equally good� and sometimes even more suitable� This applies� for
example� to the results of ���� which can be obtained using any Hausdor� groupoid
integrating the given foliation �all that matters is that the groupoid has the property
stated in Lemma 
 below�� Regarding the Hausdor�ness� we remark that there is no
relation between the Hausdor�ness of Mon�M�F� and of Hol�M�F�� and there are
foliations F whose monodromy and holonomy groupoids are both non�Hausdor�� but
which admit Hausdor� integrations G�

�ii� In the longitudinal index theory for foliations �M�F� of a compact manifold
M � the analytic index of a longitudinal elliptic operator D can again be de�ned us�
ing any foliation groupoid G integrating F � First of all one lifts D to an operator
along the s��bers of G� and then the pseudodi�erential calculus on G �namely the
short exact sequence given by the symbol map of Theorem � in ���� and the boundary
map of the long exact sequence it induces in K�theory� gives a precise meaning to the
index IndG�D� � K��C�

c �G�� depending just on the symbol of D �actually just on
the induced class in K��S�F��� Classically� this construction is applied to the holon�
omy groupoid� but Theorem � shows that the best choice is the monodromy groupoid
of �M�F�� where IndG�D� provides the maximal information� Since the monodromy
groupoid of the foliation by one leaf is �Morita equivalent to� the fundamental group
of M � our remark agrees also with the framework of the L��index theorem of Atiyah
��� and the higher versions of Connes and Moscovici ��� �see also �����

Now� the general Chern character in cyclic homology ���� combined with our The�
orem � and with the computations at units given in Theorem 	���
� of ���� give a
Chern character localized at units Ch� � K��C�

c �G�� �� H�
c �G� �in order to restrict

to units� we do have to assume G to be Hausdor�� � The cohomology groups H�
c �G�

are the re�indexed homology groups of ��� applied to any etale groupoid equivalent to
G� The longitudinal index formula for foliations �non�commutative approach� gives a
topological interpretation for Ch��IndG�D��� More general formulas should correspond
to other localizations �cf 	��� in ���� of the Chern character�

�iii� Following a di�erent route �in the spirit of Bismut�s approach to the fami�
lies index theorem�� Heitsch� Lazarov ���� de�ne certain cohomology classes !ChE�D� �
H�

c�bas�M�F� playing the role of �the Chern character of the index bundle�� Here
H�

c�bas�M�F� are the basic cohomology groups of Hae�iger ��
�� The connection with
Connes approach �conjectured in ����� can be described as follows� For any inte�



�

gration G of F there is a tautological map jb � H�
c �G� �� H�

c�bas�M�F�� which
combined with Ch� previously described� induces a basic Chern character at units
Ch�bas � K��C�

c �G�� �� H�
c�bas�M�F�� For a longitudinal elliptic operator D one gets

Ch�bas�IndG�D�� � H�
c�bas�M�F� independent of the choice of the Hausdor� integration

G� Comparing the two longitudinal index theorems of ��� and ����� one sees that �with
the proper normalizations� Ch�bas�IndG�D�� �

!ChE�D�� Of course� an interesting ques�
tion is to give a direct argument for this equality between the basic Chern character
of the analytical index� and the Chern character of the index bundle� In this context
we remark that� in contrast with Ch�� it is possible to describe the basic Chern char�
acter Ch�bas by relatively simple explicit formulas �with the help of connections�� using
Hae�iger�s integration ��
� along leaves and the non�commutative version ���� of the
Chern�Weil construction �see ��� for details��

� Proof of the characterisation theorem

In this section we present the proofs of Theorem � and of Proposition ��

Proof of Theorem ��
�ii�  �iii�� immediate because the Lie algebra of the isotropy group Gx

x is the
kernel of the anchor map � � gx � Tx�G���

�i� � �iii�� since the isotropy groups of an �etale groupoid are clearly discrete� it
su"ces to remark that this property is invariant under Morita equivalence� Indeed�
since the pullback square ��� has a surjective submersion on the bottom� the �bers of
the left hand vertical map are discrete i� those of the right hand vertical map are�
Thus� the isotropy groups of G are discrete i� those of H are�

�ii�� �i�� suppose the anchor map

� � g� T �G � �

of the Lie algebroid g of G is injective� Write F � T �G � � for the image ��g�� Then
F is an involutive subbundle of T �G � �� hence de�nes a foliation F of G � � On the
other hand� the submersion s � G � � G � �source� de�nes a foliation �F on G � � whose
leaves are the connected components of the �bers of s � G � � G � � Denote by p the
dimension of F � by q its codimension� From the hypothesis� the dimension of �F is
p � dim�Gx� � rank�g�� while its codimension n is equal to the codimension of Gx in
G� so that n � p � q�

Lemma � The target map t � �G � � �F� �� �G � �F� maps leaves into leaves� and its
restriction to each leaf is a local di
eomorphism� If G is s�connected� then� for any
point x � G � � the space t�Gx� � Lx is the leaf through x� and

t � Gx �� Lx ���

is a smooth covering projection with structure group Gx
x�



�

Proof� For any g � x �� y in G� one has a commutative diagram

Ty�Gy� � gy

�dRg�y �

��

�y

�����
����

����
����

Tg�Gx� � �Fg

�dt�g �� Ty�G � �

where �y maps gy isomorphically into Fy� and Rg � �Gy� y� �� �Gx� g� is the right
multiplication by g� Thus� the target map induces an isomorphism

�dt�g � �Fg
�
�� Fy	 ���

This shows that the target map t � �G � � �F� �� �G � �F� maps leaves to leaves� and
that its restriction to each leaf is a local di�eomorphism� Hence� for any y � G � � and
any connected component C of Gy� the map tjC is a local di�eomorphism of C into
some leaf of F � To prove it is onto� it su"ces to remark that ft�C� � C is a connected
component of Gy� y � G � g is a partition of G � � Indeed� if Ci � Gyi are connected com�
ponents so that t�C���t�C�� is non�empty� we �nd gi � Ci with t�g�� � t�g�� � y� Since
Rgi � Gy �� Gyi are di�eomorphisms� the R

��
gi
�Ci� will be connected components of

Gy � both containing �y� hence R��
g�
�C�� � R��

g�
�C��� which shows that t�C�� � t�C���

The following Lemma will complete the proof of the Theorem�

Lemma � For any transversal T of F � the groupoid GT
T is �etale� If T is complete� then

G is Morita equivalent to GT
T �

Proof� First we claim that the source map restricts to a local di�eomorphism

s � GT �� G � 	 ���

Since t is a submersion �hence� in particular� it is transversal to T �� GT � t���T � is
a submanifold of G � of codimension equal to the codimension of T in G � �i�e� to p��
whose tangent space at g � x �� y consists of vectors � � Tg�G � � with the property
that �dt�g��� � Ty�T �� By counting dimensions� it su"ces to prove that the map above
is an immersion� i�e�� since ker�ds�g � �Fg� that

�Fg � �dt�
��
g �Ty�T �� � f�g	 ���

But this is immediate from the isomorphism ��� and the fact that T is transversal to
F �

Since ��� is a local di�eomorphism� the inverse imageGT
T of T is a submanifold� and

the restriction s � GT
T �� T is a local di�eomorphism� Thus GT

T is �etale� Moreover� if
the transversal T is complete� then s � GT �� G is a surjection� and hence the obvious
functor GT

T �� G is an essential equivalence� This proves the lemma�

For the proof of Proposition � we need the following Lemma� We �rst recall some
terminology� Given a submersion � � U �� T � the connected components of its �bers
de�ne a foliation on U � Denote by U�T U the �bered product f�x� y� � U �U � ��x� �
��y�g� We say that � is a trivializing submersion of F if its domain U is open in G � �
the �bers of � are contractible� and they coincide with the plaques of F in U �



��

Lemma � Let G be a foliation groupoid� and let F be the induced foliation on G � � For
any trivializing submersion � � U �� T of F � there exists a unique open subgroupoid
G�U� � G � such that the map �t� s� � G � �� G � �G � restricts to an isomorphism of
smooth groupoids�

�t� s� � G�U�
�
�� U �T U 	

Proof� First note that any such open subgroupoid of G is contained in the s�
connected component of GU

U � Hence it su"ces to show that this s�connected compo�
nent� denoted G�U�� has the desired property� In other words� it su"ces to prove that
if U � G � and if G is s�connected� the map �t� s� � G � �� U�T U is a di�eomorphism�
Remark that ��� implies that �t� s� � G � �� U � U is an immersion� By counting the
dimensions� it follows that �t� s� � G � �� U �T U is a local di�eomorphism� It is also
bijective because� by Lemma �� for any x � U � the map t � Gx �� ������x�� is a
covering projection with connected total space� and contractible base space� hence it is
a di�eomorphism�

Proof of Proposition �� Of course one can use Lemma � to de�ne hG� We indicate
a slightly di�erent description� which immediately implies the smoothness of hG� Let
� � ��� �� �� L be a longitudinal path with ���� � x� ���� � y� By the local triviality
of F and the compactness of ���� �� we �nd a sequence Ui of domains of trivializing
submersions �i � Ui �� Ti� and real numbers ti� so that�

� � t� � t� � 	 	 	 � tk � �� ���ti� ti���� � Ui� � � i � k � � 	

From Lemma 
 we �nd unique arrows gi�� � ��ti� �� ��ti��� in G�Ui�� we put

hG��� �� gk gk�� 	 	 	 g� � G 	

This de�nition closely resembles the construction of the holonomy� and� by the same
arguments� hG��� depends just on the homotopy class of �� The smoothness of hG is
immediate now� since� near �� the smooth structure of Mon�M�F� is de�ned precisely
using such chains fUig covering �� That hG is surjective if G is s�connected follows
from the fact that on the s��bers it is precisely the projection �Lx �� Gx induced by
the covering projection of Lemma ��

We now construct holG� Actually� since hG is surjective and we want holG�hG � hol�
we only have to show that the holonomy class of � is determined by hG���� For this�
we remark that the holonomy germ of � can be de�ned directly in terms of the arrow
hG���� More precisely� giving any arrow g � x �� y� and any transversal T containing
x and y� one obtains an induced germ �Tg � �T� x� �� �T� y� due to the fact that GT

T

is �etale �see our preliminaries on groupoids�� We claim that when g � hG���� this
germ �Tg coincides with the holonomy germ of �� This is clear when � is contained
in the domain of a trivializing submersion� In general� we use that �Tg is functorial
in g� and that �Tg � �Sg whenever S is another transversal containing T � Choosing
any transversal T containing x� y and all the ��ti� �s above� it follows that the germ
associated to g � hG���� which is

�Tg � �Tgk �
T
gk��

	 	 	 �Tg� � �T� x� �� �T� y��

coincides with the holonomy germ of �� The last part of the Corollary follows from
Lemma ��



��

� Proof of the invariance theorem

In this section we present the proofs of Theorem  and of Proposition � We will
assume throughout that G is Hausdor�� However� we point out that our proofs also
apply to the non�Hausdor� case� provided proper care is taken of compact supports �����

Proof of Proposition � We �rst need some remarks about the extension of com�
pactly supported smooth functions� Let M be a manifold and let A be a closed subset
of M � Write SM�A for the �ne sheaf of smooth functions on M which vanish on A� For
a closed submanifold N �M � there is an obvious restriction

�c�SM�A� �� �c�SN�N�A� 	 ���

We will be concerned with the surjectivity of this map� for speci�c M � N � and
A� Note that this surjectivity is a local property� if each x � N has a neighborhood
U in M such that �c�SU�A�U� �� �c�SN�U�N�A�U� is surjective� then it follows �by a
partition of unity or a Mayer�Vietoris argument� that ��� is surjective�

If x � N � one can always choose a neighborhood U of x in M and a retraction
r � U �� U �N � If� for any x� these U and r can be chosen such that r�A�U� � A� we
say that A is locally retractible to N inM � Note that this implies the surjectivity of ����
Indeed� since both properties are local� we may assume that there exists a retraction
r � M �� N such that r�A� � A� then� for any � � C�

c �N� vanishing on A � N �
���x� � ��x���r�x�� de�nes an extension of � to M vanishing on A� provided we choose
� � C�

c �M� with � � � on the support of ��
An easy argument based on the canonical local form of a submersion shows that�

Lemma � Let s � X �� Z be a submersion� let f � Y �� Z be a smooth map� and
let B � Y be a closed subset� Then A � X �B is locally retractible in M � X � Y to
N � X �Z Y � In particular� ��� is surjective�

For the proof of the proposition� we have to prove that if � � C�
c �G

p
� � is a cycle

with respect to b � �i�e� b ���� � ��� then it is b ��homologous to zero �i�e� is of type b �� ���
for some �� � C�

c �G
p��
� ��� Recall that b ���� �

Pp��
� ����idi���� where

di����g�� 	 	 	 � gp��� �

Z
uv�gi

��g�� 	 	 	 � gi��� u� v� 	 	 	 � gp���

We will �rst show that� for each k � �� 	 	 	 p� there exists a cycle �k homologous to �
such that

�k�g�� 	 	 	 � gp� � � if s�gi� � t�gi��� for some i � k	 ����

Notice that for such a cycle �k� we have di��k� � � for i � k� We construct �k by
induction on k� For k � � the condition ���� is vacuous� and we can take �� � ��
Suppose ��� 	 	 	 � �k have been de�ned� Let K � supp��k�� which is a compact subset of
Gp

� � Let L � fx � ��g�� 	 	 	 � gp� � K s	t	 x � t�gk�g� and let � � C�
c �G � � be a function

such that
R
t���x�

� � � for all x � L� Now de�ne a function � on the submanifold

N �M � Gp��
� consisting of those �g�� 	 	 	 � gp��� for which gkgk�� is de�ned� by

��g�� 	 	 	 � gp��� � ��gk��k�g�� 	 	 	 � gkgk��� 	 	 	 � gp���
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Thus ��g�� 	 	 	 � gp��� � � as soon as s�gi� � t�gi��� for some � � i � k� By Lemma 	�
we can �nd �� � C�

c �G
p��
� � such that ���g�� 	 	 	 � gp��� equals zero if s�gi� � t�gi��� for

some � � i � k� and equals ��gk��k�g�� 	 	 	 � gkgk��� 	 	 	 � gp��� if s�gk� � t�gk���� Then
we have di���� � � for � � i � k� dk���� � �k� while for i � k and s�gk� � t�gk����
di� ����g�� 	 	 	 � gp� � ��gk�di����k��g�� 	 	 	 � gkgk��� 	 	 	 � gp�� So� still assuming s�gk� �
t�gk����

b ������g�� 	 	 	 � gp� � ����k�k�g�� 	 	 	 � gp� �

pX
j�k

����j����gk�dj��k��g�� 	 	 	 � gkgk��� 	 	 	 � gp�

� ����k�k�g�� 	 	 	 � gp�� ��gk�b
���k��g�� 	 	 	 � gkgk��� 	 	 	 � gp�

� ����k�k�g�� 	 	 	 � gp� ����

Thus we can put �k�� � �k � ����kb �� ��� to obtain the desired property� Having thus
de�ned ��� 	 	 	 � �p� the construction of �� for k � p gives a function �� with di���� � �
for i � p� and dp���� � �p� Thus b ����� � ����p�p� showing that �p is a boundary� This
proves Proposition �

To prove Theorem  we need some preliminary lemmas� We �rst compare the
convolution algebra of G� with the one of the groupoid GU induced by G and an
open covering U � fUig of G � �cf� our preliminaries�� The elements of C�

c �GU � �
�i�jC

�
c �G

Ui
Uj
� can be written as matrices � � ��i�j�i�j� We will also use the following

left#right action of C�
c �G � � on C�

c �G��

�f���g� � f�t�g����g�� ��f��g� � ��g�f�s�g�� 	

Lemma � For any smooth groupoid G� and for any family f�i � C�
c �G � �g so that

f��i g is a partition of unity subordinated to a locally �nite open covering U � fUig of
G � � the map

� � C�
c �G� �� C�

c �GU �� ���� � ��i��j�i�j	 ���

is an algebra homomorphism whose induced maps in cyclic type homologies are injective�

Proof� One has an obvious inclusion i � C�
c �GU � �� M��C�

c �G��� already sug�
gested by the notation for elements of C�

c �GU �� It su"ces to prove that the composition
i� � i�� induces isomorphism in cyclic homologies� Using the algebras A � C�

c �G��
A� � C�

c �G � �� we �nd ourselves in the abstract situation where we have a triple

�A�A�� ��� � � f�ig

where A is an H�unital algebra� A� is an algebra which acts on both sides on A� and the
�i � A� are elements so that� for any given a � A or a � A�� the products �ia and a�i
are nonzero for only �nitely many i� and

P
��i a �

P
a��i � a� We prove that� in this

situation� the algebra homomorphism i� � A �� M��A�� i��a� � ��ia�j�i�j induces
isomorphisms in the cyclic type homologies�

Let us �rst consider the special case where A� is a subalgebra of A� Recall from
���� that the trace map Tr� � C��M��A�� �� C��A��

Tr��a
�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� �

X
i������in

�a�i�i�� a
�
i�i�

� 	 	 	 � anini��� a
i �M��A��



�


has this property� Using the SBI argument� it now su"ces to show that Tr�i�� � act�
ing on the Hochschild complex �C��A�� b�� is homotopic to the identity� For this� we
construct the homotopy

h�a�� a�� 	 	 	 � an� �
X

i������in

�a��i� � �i�a
��i�� 	 	 	 � �in��a

n�in � �in��

�
X

i������in��

�a��i� � �i�a
��i� � 	 	 	 � �in��a

n���in�� � �in�� � a
n� � 	 	 	�

� ����n��
X
i��i�

�a��i� � �i�a
��i� � �i�� a

�� 	 	 	 � an� �

� ����n
X
i�

�a��i� � �i� � a
�� 	 	 	 � an�	

In the general case� we use the new algebra A� ��A which is A� � A with the
product

��� a���� b� � ���� �b � a� � ab�� �� � � A�� a� b � A�

Remark that A� ��A contains A� as a subalgebra �with the inclusion 
��� � ��� ����
and the map i� lifts to a map between short�exact sequences

� �� A
i ��

i�

��

A� ��A
� ��

i�

��

A�

i�

��

�� �

� ��M��A�
�i �� M��A� ��A�

�� �� M��A�� �� �

�i�a� � ��� a�� ���� a� � �� and �i� �� are induced by i� ��� Note that 
 is an algebra
splitting of �� By the previous discussion� the statement is true for A� ��A and A�� to
deduce it for A� it su"ces to use Wodzicki�s excision �
�� for Hochschild#cyclic homol�
ogy�

Next� let R be the pair groupoid Rp� Rp over Rp� For foliation groupoids G we
will see that� for suitable choices of coverings U � the groupoid GU becomes isomorphic
to ��R for some �etale groupoid �� Therefore� we state and prove the following lemma
only for such groupoids � �we mention however that� using Lemma � one can actually
prove it for general smooth groupoids��

Lemma � For any �etale groupoid �� there is an isomorphism

� � HC��C
�
c ���R��

�
�� HC��C

�
c �����

and similarly for Hochschild and periodic cyclic homology �see below for explicit formu�
las��

Proof� The convolution algebra R of R consists of compactly supported smooth
functions on k�x� y� on Rp�Rp� with the product

�k�k���x� z� �

Z
k��x� y�k��y� z�dy 	



�	

One has the usual trace  on R�

 � R �� C �  �k� �

Z
k�x� x�dx� ��
�

and an induced chain map

� � C��C
�
c ���R�� �� C��C

�
c �����

��a
� � k�� 	 	 	 � an � kn� ��  �k� 	 	 	 kn��a�� 	 	 	 � an�� ��	�

We choose u� and then de�ne � as in

u � C�
c �I

p��

Z
u�x��dx � � � � �� u� u � R ����

�where Ip � ���� ��p� and consider the algebra homomorphism

j� � C
�
c ��� �� C�

c ���R�� j��a� � a� �

Since �j� � Id� it su"ces to show that

j�� � C��C
�
c �� �R�� �� C��C

�
c �� �R���

�a� � k�� 	 	 	 � an � kn� ��  �k� 	 	 	 kn��a� � �� 	 	 	 an � ��

induces the identity in Hochschild homology �hence� by the usual SBI�argument� in all
cyclic homologies�� Let us �rst assume that �� is compact� We then have the following
homotopy�

h�a� � x� � y�� a� � x� � y�� 	 	 	 � an � xn � yn� �

�

nX
k��

����k �y� � x�� �y� � x�� 	 	 	  �yk�� � xk��k

where �k is the element

�a��x��u� a��u�u� 	 	 	 � ak�u�u� ��u�yk� ak���xk���yk��� 	 	 	 � an�xn�yn�

for all ai � C�
c ���� x

i � yi � R �it is straightforward to write the corresponding for�
mula for the general elements in C�

c �� � Rp � R
p��� When �� is not compact� we

have to replace the unit � � C�
c ���� � C�

c ��� appearing in the previous formula� by
local units �compactly supported smooth functions on ��� which are constantly � on
compacts which exhaust ����

Proof of Theorem � Since the theorem is known for �etale groupoids ��� ��� and
since any foliation groupoid G is Morita equivalent to an etale one �e�g� GT

T of Lemma
�� it su"ces to �nd� for a given foliation groupoid G� a complete transversal T for
which we can prove that HC��C�

c �G��

� HC��C�

c �G
T
T ��� Let U � fU�� U�� 	 	 	g be

a locally �nite cover of G � by foliation charts� say �i � Rp � Rp 
� Ui � G � � and
write Ti � �i�f�g � Rq� � Ui for the transversals� and �i � Ui �� Ti for the evident
projections� Furthermore� let GU be the groupoid induced by the cover U as described



��

in the preliminaries� Now observe that� by Lemma 
� there are isomorphisms Hi �
Ui �Ti Ui

�
�� G�Ui�� Each such Hi� Hj induce a map

hi�j � G
Ui
Uj
�� GTi

Tj

hi�j�g� � Hi��i�t�g��� t�g�� � g � Hj�s�g�� �j�s�g��	 ����

If we write T �
�
Ti for the complete transversal and R for the pair groupoid of Lemma

�� we then obtain an isomorphism �compare to �����

h � GU

�
�� GT

T �R� h�i� g� j� � �hi�j�g�� pi�t�g��� pj�s�g��	 ����

which can be described in terms of the hi�j and the projections pi � Ui �� Rp on the
�rst coordinate� by

h�i� g� j� � �hi�j�g�� pi�t�g��� pj�s�g��	

The isomorphism h� combined with the map j� of the proof of Lemma �� gives a map

hj� � C
�
c �G

T
T � �� C�

c �GU � ����

which induces isomorphisms in cyclic type homologies� Now consider a sequence of
smooth functions �i � C�

c �G� such that the �
�
i form a partition of unity subordinate to

U � We can choose the Ui and �i in such a way �see the proof of the preliminary lemma
of ����� that for the open sets Vi � �i�Ip � Iq� with transversals Si � �i�f�g � Iq�
�recall that I � ���� ��� one has that !Vi � !Vj � � whenever i �� j� while �ijVi � � and
each leaf of F meets at least one Si�

There is an obvious analogue of ���� associated to the family V and to the complete
transversal S �

�
Si� and we obtain a commutative square�

C�
c �G

S
S�

hj� ��

e �

��

C�
c �GV�

e

��
C�
c �G

T
T �

hj� �� C�
c �GU �

where the vertical e and e � are given by extension by zero� In this diagram� the maps
hj� have been shown to induce isomorphisms in cyclic type homologies� while the map
e � does so by Morita invariance for etale groupoids ��� ��� Hence the map e also induces
such isomorphisms� We also have a commutative diagram�

C�
c �GU �

e �� ��

e ����
���

���
��

C�
c �G�

�
��

C�
c �GU �

where � is the map de�ned in Lemma �� and e �� is again de�ned by extension by zero�
This diagram and the previous remark on e imply that the maps induced by � in the
cyclic homologies are surjective� Using Lemma �� it then follows that all the maps in
the last two diagrams induce isomorphisms in the cyclic type homologies�
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Remark� Let G be a foliation groupoid� and let T � S be the complete transversals
previously constructed� There is a commutative diagram

HC��C�
c �G��

B �� HC��C�
c �G

T
T ��

HC��C�
c �G

S
S��

e

��

A

��� � � � � � � � � � � � �

where A� B� e are isomorphisms described as follows�
�i� e is induced by the extension by zero map�
�ii� A is induced by the algebra homomorphism A � C�

c �G
S
S� �� C�

c �G��

A��i�j��g� � ui�t�g����hi�j�g��uj�s�g��

for all �i�j � C�
c �G

Sj
Si
�� Here hi�j is given by the formula ����� and ui � u�pi � C�

c �G � ��
with u chosen as in ����� and pi � Ui �� Rp the projection�

�iii� B is induced by the composition

C��C
�
c �G��

�
�� C��C

�
c �GU ��

h
�� C��C

�
c �G

T
T �R��

	��� C��C
�
c �G

T
T ��

where � is given by ���� h is induced by the isomorphism ����� and � is given by the
formula ��	��
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